By blending techniques from set theory and algebraic topology we investigate the order of any homeomorphism of the nth power of the long ray or long line L having finite order, finding all possible orders when n = 1, 2, 3 or 4 in the first case and when n = 1 or 2 in the second. We also show that all finite powers of L are acyclic with respect to Alexander-Spanier cohomology.
Introduction
Topologists have adapted two powerful tools from other branches of mathematics to assist them in solving topological problems: algebra and set theory. Each has made major contributions but in distinct areas of topology. Algebraic topology has been very effective in the context of compact spaces, essentially requiring finiteness. Set theory has been effective in dealing with the large infinite. In the context of topological manifolds, algebraic topology has been invaluable in the study of compact manifolds while set theory has been of most use in the study of non-metrisable manifolds. Unfortunately it has been unusual for the two to be combined. In this paper we discuss one way in which these techniques can work together and as a result solve a problem in the theory of non-metrisable manifolds. 312 Satya Deo and David Gauld [2] We denote by co t the set of countable ordinals and by L the long line, which is obtained by inserting an open interval between each countable ordinal and its successor to obtain the closed long ray L + and then joining two copies of L + (which we denote by L+ and L_) by identifying the ordinals 0 e L + and 0 € L_. We denote the open long ray, which is L + with 0 removed, by L o .
The primary goal of this paper is to determine the torsion of the group of homeomorphisms of low powers of the long line and long ray. Our main result shows that the only torsion in these groups is torsion corresponding to permutation of the coordinates and 2-torsion. The computation involves a blend of notions of the set theory of the countable ordinals and algebraic topology, particularly the P. A. Smith theorems. Details appear in Section 3.
In order to apply the P. A. Smith theorems we find it necessary to calculate the Alexander-Spanier cohomology of powers of the long line. Of course it is trivial to show that in singular cohomology theory all powers of the long line are acyclic. We find in Section 3 that in Alexander-Spanier cohomology theory the powers are also acyclic. Although we will work with coefficients in an fl-module G, we will suppress this in the notation.
We refer the reader to [6, Section 6.4] for a discussion of the Alexander-Spanier cohomology groups H q (X).
Proofs of the following results may be found in many books on set theory, for example [5, A function / : A -> co\ is regressive if for each a 6 A\{0] C CO] we have / (a) < a. A set 5 C a>i is stationary provided that it meets every closed, unbounded subset of co\.
The cohomology of powers of the long line
Whenever x is a point in the finite product of sets we denote by x t the tth coordinate of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700002366 [3] Homeomorphisms of long line powers 313 PROOF. We use induction on n, the case n = 1 having been shown in Proposition 2.2. Assume the result true for powers less than n. . Hence by [6, Lemma 6.4 
We now prove by induction on
Note that Although Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 are subsumed in later results of this section we present them independently because the proofs which we present here show a strong interplay between algebraic topology and set theory. In order to apply Smith theory for locally compact spaces, we need to show that the space is of finite cohomological dimension [1] . However, that follows very quickly from the next proposition. PROOF. AS a 1-manifold, L is locally compact. The cohomological dimension of a locally compact space is determined locally and, as the local cohomological dimension of IL is 1, so is the (global) cohomological dimension.
• The space L is a locally compact Hausdorff space which, by Proposition 2.2, is acyclic (mod p) with respect to Alexander-Spanier cohomology, and G is a group of order p . Hence by the Smith theorem, [3] , the fixed point set L a must also be acyclic 
Then D is closed and unbounded.

PROOF. D is closed. Suppose that («") is a sequence in D converging upwards to a. If y e S a , then there is n € co such that y e S an so h(y) e h(S a J = S an C S a . This shows that h(S a ) C S a so that h(S a ) C S a . On the other hand, if h(y) € S a then there is n € a) such that /z(.y) e 5 On = h(S a J so y e S On C S a and as before 5 a C h(S a ).
Thus /i(5 a ) = S a and hence a € D.
D is unbounded. Suppose that /3 € a>\ and set a 0 = ft. Suppose that a n has been constructed. Because h(S a J U h~l (S a J is compact, we may choose a n+1 > a n so that h(S aa ) U h-'iSaJ C 5 On+1 . Suppose that «" / * a.
We claim that a € D. Suppose that y € S a . As a n / a it follows that there is n so that j € £"". Then / r ' ( j ) 6 5 a , + , C S a so y 6 /i(5 a ), that is, One may carry out a similar construction in R" and so get an ordinary hypercube in which each face is the 2-point compactification of OS. The following lemma shows that there is a major difference between the situations in K" and L": the analogue of this lemma in R" is false. As a result there is a major difference between the behaviours use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700002366 of homeomorphisms of L", as exhibited by Corollary 3.10, and K". a e co, the set e~[(7t~[p a (r)) is a closed unbounded subset ofco,. PROOF. Clearly for each r e R{L") and each a e co\ we have that e ' {n^p a (r)) is closed so we need only show that there is a unique r for which this set is unbounded. If we can show that there is at least one such r then it must be unique as any two closed unbounded subsets of co, have non-empty intersection by Proposition 1.2. Thus we need only show the existence of such a point r e R(L n ).
LEMMA 3.6. Ife : co, -*• L" is an embedding then there is a unique point r e R(L") such that for each
Because co x , and hence e(a>i), is not Lindelof whereas every bounded subset of L" is Lindelof, it follows that at least 1 coordinate of e(u>\) is unbounded; let us suppose that exactly k coordinates of e(co,) are unbounded, and for ease of notation we will suppose that the first k coordinates are unbounded. Thus 
Firstly we show that E = [a € co, | |<?,(a)| -\ej(a)\ for all i,j < k] is closed and
unbounded. E is clearly closed, so we need only show that E is unbounded. Suppose that p 0 e u>,. Given fi n e co { choose a n e L + so that
By assumption there is p n+i € co, such that |e,(/5 n+ i)| > a n for each i < k. Let a n / a and /?" / p. Then \e,(P)\ = a, so 0 e E. Now we show that there is a ray r e R(L") as described. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700002366
[9]
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without loss of generality we will assume that the first k coordinates are equal and range through (a, u>\) and the remaining coordinates are all non-negative, so that n~xe a (t) is of the form {(*, (P, ?,) ) does not converge to e(fi, t), contradicting continuity of e. Now e must be an injection, for if not then there will be two points s, t e X so that e(s) -e(t). Hence there are closed, unbounded subsets C s , C, C a>i so that e s {C s ) and e,(C,) are mapped to the same ray. Then we can find two distinct points 0', s), (/', I) e a), x X so that e(s', s) = e(t', t), contrary to e being an embedding. As a continuous injection from a compact space to a Hausdorff space, e is then an embedding.
• 
. Moreover, h(Rj) = R t for each stratum /?,.
PROOF. Given r e R(L") we apply Lemma 3.6 to n~lp a (r), which contains a subset order equivalent to o>\, to find the natural candidate for h(r). By Corollary 3.9 h takes each component of a stratum to a stratum and by Lemma 3.7 it embeds each such stratum; hence no stratum is taken by h to a stratum of lower dimension. Applying the same reasoning to h~l we conclude that h carries a stratum of dimension i to one of the same dimension. Continuity of h and its inverse is similar to the proof of continuity in Lemma 3.7.
• use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700002366 Case 1: h fixes V a . If necessary replace /z by a power of h so that q is a power of some prime p.
Consider h | 3( § a n 3L^) when n > 3: because 3( § a D 3IL^) % §"-2 a n d n fixes n points therein, it follows from the P. A. Smith theorem [2, Theorem III.5.1] that the fixed point set of h | d(S a n 3L^_) is a mod p homology r-sphere, where n -2 -r is even if p is odd and h is an orientation-reversing involution if p = 2. Firstly consider the case where h fixes 3 ( § a n 9 L^) (n > 2). Consider/i | § o n 3 L^. As § o n3Q_^ « B"~' and/i fixes the boundary ofthis set it follows from the P. A. Smith theorem [2, Theorem III. 5 We should be more specific with respect to Theorem 3.11: the intention of the question is that the torsion in JJ?(L n + ) should be the same as that of #+,". As the statement of Theorem 3.11 part 4 does not satisfy this condition, the question includes the case where « = 4.
Certainly large parts of the proofs are valid for the general case. The generalisation of the proof of Theorem 3.12 breaks down at the point where we show that h' \ dS a is the identity because we cannot be sure that h sends each /-face of dS a to an /-face except for / = 0. We have been able to show that for a in some closed, unbounded set there is a subset of each /-face which has non-empty interior in the face and which is mapped by h to an /-face but this does not appear to be sufficient to complete the proof.
